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A Class of Multiple-Error-Correcting 
Arithmetic Residue Codes 
FERRUCCIO BARSI  AND P IERO MAESTRIN I  
Istituto di Elaborazione dell'Informazione del CNR, Pisa, Italy 
AN encoding in residue number systems allows construction of a class of 
nonlinear arithmetic error-correcting codes. The properties of these codes are 
further investigated and the redundancy necessary and sufficient to ensure 
multiple error correction is determined. An error-correcting procedure holding 
for codes using the minimal redundancy is presented. An error-correcting 
approach based upon the Euclidean algorithm is also reconsidered and it is shown 
that its redundancy requirements are lower than previously known. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
AN encoding in residue number  systems allows construction of a class of 
arithmetic odes whose properties have been discussed in a number  of previous 
papers (Mandelbaum, 1972, 1976; Barsi and Maestrini,  1974). These codes 
are nonlinear and quite efficient. Let  us introduce the fol lowing symbols and 
definitions. 
(x ,  Y): 
xi = Ix l~ ,  : 
[x /Y ]  = (x  - t x i~)/Y: 
the greatest common divisor of X and Y; 
the residue of X modulo mi ; that is, the smallest 
nonnegative integer congruent to X modulo mi,  
where mi > 1 is an integer; 
the integral part of X/Y ;  
Residue representation of X with the modul i  m 1 , m 2 ,..., m~ : the n-tuple of 
residues {x 1 , x 2 ,..., x~}; 
Residue number system (RNS)  of modul i  ml,  m 2 ,..., m n : a number  system 
where the integers are given a residue representation with the modul i  
m I ~ m 2 ,...~ m~ . 
M = I~=~ m~ : the product of the moduli .  
It is well known (Szabo and Tanaka, 1967) that any n-tuple {x 1 , x 2 .... , x~} 
represents a unique integer in the range [0, M)  if the modul i  m 1 , m 2 ,..., m n 
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are pairwise prime integers. In this hypothesis M is the range of the RNS. In 
the following our consideration is limited to RNS where the moduli are pairwise 
prime integers. Moreover, without any loss of generality, the ordering mi < rni+l 
is assumed for the moduli. 
In any AN code defined in the RNS of moduli m 1 , m e ,..., m~, legitimate 
code words take the form X = AY,  where d ,  called the generator, is a positive 
integer with (A, mi) = 1 for each i, 1 <~ i <~ n, and X is given a residue repre- 
sentation with the moduli ml, m2 ,..., rn~. The n-tuple {x 1 , x~ ,..., x~} is the 
message to be transmitted. Since the allowed range for X is [0, M), it is imme- 
diately seen that the integer Y representing the information ranges in [0, [~V//A]]. 
Assume that a multiple error alters the residue digits xi l ,  xi2 ,..., xis of the 
legitimate number X, thus yielding the wrong digits x' i l ,  x'i~,..., x'i.~, and 
denote by X '  the wrong number and by p the product rn~ • m~2 . . . . .  mi~ • If  
X'  > X the error E = X '  --  X has residues I E ]~j = 0 for every mj which is 
not a factor of p, while I E [~i~ = I x'~f~ -- xlk ]mik 7' 0 for each mi~ (1 <~ k ~< s). 
It follows (Vinogradov, 1954) that ] E IM/~ = 0 or, equivalently, E = a(M/p), 
where a is an integer in the range (0, p) because of the obvious inequality 
0<E<M.  If X '<X,  repeating the same reasoning for - -E=X- -X '  
yields the equality - -E  = a(M/p), with 0 < a < p. It is concluded that the 
following expression holds for any error E affecting the moduli m~,  mi2 ,..., mis : 
E = (a/p) M (a :/- O; --p <a <p) ,  (1) 
where s /> i and p = rail • mi2 . . . . .  mis. In the following, the pair a, p is 
referred to as the error pair and the fraction alp as the error fraction corresponding 
to the error E. 
If the error E has multiplicity s < t and a', p' is the corresponding error 
pair, let q be an arbitrary product of t --  s moduli, with (p, q) = 1. Equality (1) 
becomes 
E = (a'q/p'q) 2]4 = (alp) M (a ¢ 0; --p % a < p), 
where p is a product of t moduli. This means that to any error of multiplicity 
not greater than t there corresponds at least one pair a, p (and one fraction a/p) 
where p is a product of t moduli and a is a nonzero integer in the range (--p, p). 
Conversely, to any pair a, p wherep is a product of t moduli and a is a nonzero 
integer in the range ( - -p ,p )  there corresponds an error of multiplicity not 
greater than t affecting moduli that are factors of p. In fact the residue repre- 
sentation with the moduli m 1 , m 2 ,..., rn~ is unique for the integers in the range 
[0, M), the n-tuple {0, 0,..., 0} corresponding to zero. Since I a I M/p  is a nonzero 
integer in this range, the inequality I I a I 3/I/p ]mj =/= 0 holds for at least one 
modulus mj (1 ~<j ~ n). Any m~. such that ] I a ] M/p I% =/= 0 is necessarily a
factor of p since I a I M/p  is a multiple of M/p, that is, ] I a I M/p  ]~ni~ = 0 for 
each mie which is not a factor of p. 
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2. MULTIPLE-ERROR CORRECTION 
Given an AN code defined in the RNS of moduli m a , m 2 ,..., ms,  let X be 
a legitimate number, p a product of t moduli, and 
X = X + (aM/p) (a # O; --p <a<p)  (2) 
the number generated by an error of multiplicity not greater than t affecting X. 
It is known that X ~ 0 (mod _d) provided that the error is detectable (Barsi 
and Maestrini, 1974). 
The error under consideration is unambiguously correctable if and only if 
_~ cannot also originate from at least one legitimate number X'  different from X, 
by effect of an error of multiplicity not greater than t. Recalling from Section 1 
the correspondence between errors and pairs a, p, and vice versa, and con- 
sidering the expression 
X = X '  + (a'M/p') (a' =A O; - -p '  < a' < p'), (23 
where p'  is a product of t moduli, this implies that error correction is unam- 
biguous, for arbitrary X, if and only if any X',  different from X, satisfying 
Eq. (2') either is an illegitimate number or is not an integer in the range [0, M). 
Combining Eqs. (2) and (2') yields 
X'  -- X = a(M/p) - -  a'(iVl/p'). (3) 
From the preceding statement and equality (3) it is concluded that any error 
of multiplicity not greater than t is correctable when affecting an arbitrary 
legitimate number if and only if the relations 
aM/p # a'M/p', 
(aM/p) -- (a'M/p') = 0 (mod _//), 
- -M  < (aM/p) -- (a'MlP') < M 
(3') 
(3") 
(3") 
cannot simultaneously hold for any two pairs a, p and a', p '  where p, p'  are 
products of t moduli and a 4= 0, - -p < a < p; a' 4= 0, - -p '  < a' < p'.  
To determine the amount of redundancy required for a product code in 
order to ensure correction of errors of multiplicity not greater than t, let us 
introduce the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. I f  p and p' are positive integers, a and a' are integers', and 7r denotes 
the least common multiple of p and p', the expression a(w/p) --a'(rr/p') takes all 
values in the range (- -% cr) for a and a' respectively ranging in (--p, p) and in 
( -p ' ,p ' ) .  
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Proof. The diophantine quation of unknowns a and a', 
(art/p) -- (a're/p') = z, (4) 
has solutions for any integer z since (re/p, trip') = 1 (Griffin, 1954). I f  a0' is an 
arbitrary solution for a', any different solution has the form (Griffin, 1954) 
a' = a o' @ k(re/p), (5) 
where k is an integer. Let ~' be a solution with 
-p '  < a'  <p '  (6) 
and ff be the corresponding solution for a (i.e., g(rr/p) - -  d'(re/p') = z). Assuming 
- -p < d < p implies --re < ~(rr/p) -~ z + a'(re/p') < ~r and the following 
inequality must also hold: 
- -p '  --  p'(z/re) < a' < p' --  p'(z/~r). (7) 
I f  --Tr < z < % the set of integers satisfying both inequalities (6) and (7) 
coincides with an interval of width not smaller than p'.  Since re/p <~ p' the 
existence of at least one d' falling in this interval is immediate from equality (5). 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem states the necessary and sufficient condition for 
correction of errors of multiplicity not greater than t. This condition rectifies 
Theorems 2 and 3 given by Mandelbaum (1976), while the result for t = 1 
coincides with a result obtained previously (Barsi and Maestrini, 1974). 
THEOREM 1. A product code of generator A defined in the RNS of moduli 
ml , m2 ,..., m,  allows correction of any error of multiplicity not greater than t i f  
1--F2t--1 
and only i f  A > 11~=0 m~_i. 
Proof. Necessity. I f  all errors of multiplicity not greater than t are correct- 
able, relations (3'), (3"), and (3") cannot simultaneously hold for - -p < a < p, 
- -p '  < a' < p', with a, a' nonzero integers, whenever p and p' are products of 
t moduli. I f  re denotes the least common multiple ofp  and p' and the expression 
a(M/p) --  a'(M/p')  is divided by Mire (observe that (Mite, A)  = 1), relations (3'), 
(3"), and (3") become 
a(~/p)  - a'(~/p') ~ O, (8') 
a(~/p) - -  a'(~/p') = kA, (8") 
- re  < a(re/p) - a ' ( re lp ' )  < re, (8") 
where k is an arbitrary nonzero integer. 
643/361I-3 
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From the limitations holding for a and a' it. is seen that the values of the 
expression a(or/p) --  a'(rr/p') range in (--2or, 2or). If a(or/p) --  a'(~/p') =- 0 {or 
[a(Tr/p)-  a'(or/p')l > 7r}, inequality (8') (or inequality (8")) does not hold 
and no constraint arises for A. If --Tr < a(or /p) -  a'(Tr/p')<or and 
a(~r/p) -- a'(or/p') =/= 0 equality (8") cannot hold since it is known from Lemma 1 
that the expression a(or/p) --a'(~r/p') takes all values in ( or, or) for a and a' 
respectively ranging in (--p, p) and in (--p', p'). This implies that the inequality 
A > or holds, the equality A = or being excluded because A is relatively prime 
with each modulus. Since the inequality A > or must hold for all p and p' 
~i2t-1 that are products of t moduli, the inequality A > a ~i=o mn-i immediately 
follows. 
l l2t--1 
Sufficiency. Assume that the inequality _d > 11i=0 m~-i holds and that there 
exists an error of multiplicity not greater than t which is not correctable. This 
implies that relations (3'), (3"), and (3") simultaneously hold for some a, p 
and a', p' where p and p' are products of t moduli and a =/= 0, --p < a <p;  
a' @ 0, --p' < a' < p'. Denoting by or the least common multiple of p and p' 
and dividing both sides of congruence (3") by M/or (observe that (M/or, A) ---- 1) 
yields 
a(or/p) -- a'(Tr/p') ==- 0 (mod A), (9) 
where --or < a(cr/p) --a'(rr/p') < or because of inequality (3"). Since 
~2t-- I  `4 > ]li=o mn_~  or, congruence (9)is equivalent tothe equa]ity 
a(Tr/p) --  a'(~/p') = 0. (10) 
Multiplying both sides by M/or shows that inequality (3') cannot hold; thus 
the initial assumption is contradicted. Q.E.D. 
The moduli of any RNS, being constrained to be pairwise prime, are neces- 
~2t- - i  sarily different in magnitude. This implies that the condition .4 > ll~=0 m,_,, 
although necessary to ensure correction of all errors of multiplicity not greater 
than t, may also allow correction of errors of greater multiplicity, provided 
that they are confined in a subset of relatively small moduli. A more accurate 
measure of the error-correcting capability of product codes can be derived from 
the following observation, 
Denoting by/ ,  a product of moduli, it is immediate that errors affecting any 
number of moduli whose product is not greater than/~ are correctable if and 
only if relations (3'), (3"), and (3") cannot simultaneously hold for all pairs a, p 
and a',p', wherep andp' are product of moduli withp ~ t*,P' ~ I ~, and a v~ 0, 
- -p < a < p; a' ~ O, --p' < a' < p'. This situation occurs under the hypoth- 
esis of the following theorem, whose proof proceeds by the same arguments 
used to prove the sufficient condition of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. A product code of generator A defined in the RNS of moduli 
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ml , m~ ;..., m~ allows correction of any error affecting moduli whose product does 
not exceed i~ if the inequality A >/x(/z -- 1) holds. 
If the moduli of the RNS are relatively large, their magnitude can be made 
almost uniform although the choice is limited to pairwise prime integers. 
t--1 
Denoting by Pmax the product l-[i=0 m~_i, this implies that the condition stated 
by Theorem 1 tends to become nearly equivalent to the inequality 
A > Pmax • (pmax-  l)" A precise valuation of the error-correcting capabilities 
of a product code with A >pmax" (Pmax- 1) is given by the following 
corollary, whose proof is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. A product code of generator A with A > Pmax " (Pmax -- 1) 
allows correction of any error of multiplicity not greater than t and of any error 
affecting moduli whose product does not exceed pmax. 
3. A PROCEDURE FOR ]SRROR CORRECTION 
Given a product code satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1, assume that 
an error of multiplicity not greater than t affects the legitimate number X. 
The number in error is 
X = x + a(M/p), 
where p is the product of the moduli in error, a is a nonzero integer in the 
range (--p, p) and a(M/p) ~ 0 (mod A). The following relations hold for the 
error pair a, p: 
(a/p) M -~ X (mod A); (11) 
0 <~ X -- (aM/p) < M. (12) 
If I1 /M 1` 4 denotes the multiplicative inverse of M modulo A, which exists 
and is unique since (A, M) : 1 (Szabo and Tanaka, 1967), and both sides of 
congruence (11) are multiplied by p • I 1/M I`4, congruence (11) becomes 
a =pS (mod A), (1t') 
where S = ] X" ] 1/M 1` 4 1.4 is called the syndrome of the error under considera- 
tion (Mandelbaum, 1976). 
Let p' be a product of t moduli and a' an integer in the range (--p', p') such 
that 
a' ~ p'S (mod A). (11") 
Denoting by ,r the least common multiple of p' and p and multiplying by trip', 
and rr/p both sides of congruence (11') and (11"), respectively, ields 
aTr/p =_ ~rS (mod A), 
a~Tr/p' ~ rrS (mod A); 
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then 
(a'~r/p') --  (mr/p) ~ 0 (mod A). (13) 
If the signs of a and a' coincide, from the limitations - -p '<  a' <p ' ,  
--p < a < p it is seen that the left side of congruence (13) must satisfy 
- ~  < (a'~lp')  - (a~lp)  < ~.  
Because of the inequality A > ~r immediately resulting from Theorem 1, this 
implies that congruence (13) is equivalent to the equality (a'Tr/p') --  (mr/p) = O, 
that is, 
a'/p' = a/p. (14) 
It is concluded that if a' has the sign of a, the fraction a'/p' is equivalent to 
the error fraction a/p and the number X = X -- (a'/p') M is the correct number. 
Of course, in this case inequality (12) necessarily holds for the pair a', p'. 
If a' has the opposite sign of a it is immediate that X- - (a ' /p ' )M = 
.X @ (alP) M -- (a'/p') M ~ 0 (rood A). Thus inequality (12) cannot hold for 
the pair a', p', since otherwise both numbers .~ -- (alp) M and X -- (a'/p') M 
would fall in the range [0, M), thus contradicting the uniqueness of correction 
ensured by Theorem 1. 
A means to determine a pair a', p' leading to error correction is provided by 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Given a product code satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, let p 
be a product of t moduli. Then if  there exists an integer a which satisfies congruence 
(11') and fam in the range (--p,  p) the following equality holds: 
a = p - - [  - -p (S  --  1)[ A i (15) 
Proof. Denoting by I l ip IA the muhiplicative inverse ofp modulo A, which 
exists since (p, A) = 1, and multiplying by I l ip ]A both sides of Eq. (15) yield 
L a "[ l ip  IA I~ = l I l ip  IA "(P - I - -p (S  - 1)IA)I~ = I 1 + s - 1 [a = s ;  
that is, 
and also 
a " [ l /p IA -~ S (rood A) 
a ~ pS  (mod A). 
This proves that the integer a derived by Eq. (15) satisfies congruence (11'). 
On the other hand, observe that the following inequality holds for a: 
p - -A  <a ~<p, 
__  -i-1-2 ~--1 ~--1 where p A < --p for any t ~ 1 since A > x 1i=0 mgz-i ~ 2 1--[i=0 mn-i ~ 2p. 
Any integer a' such that a' @ a and a' ~ pS  (mod A) has the form a' = a + kA, 
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where  k is a nonzero  integer:  thus  either inequal i ty a '  > p or a'  < - -p  neces-  
sari ly holds. I t  is conc luded that  there  exists at most  one integer a such that  
- -p  < a <p and a =---pS (mod A)  and equal i ty (15) holds for this  number•  
Q.E.D.  
Under  the hypothes is  of Theorem 1, let X be an i l legit imate number  generated 
by an error of mul t ip l ic i ty  not  greater than  t. Denot ing  by n the number  of 
modul i ,  k = (~) and  {P l ,Pe  .... ,Pk} the set of the  product  of t modul i ,  the  
fo l lowing error -correct ing procedure  is immediate  f rom Theorem 3 and  the 
preceding discussion• 
Procedure A 
A o. S=IX ' ] I /M IA IA ; i -=O;gotoA1.  
A1.  i = i + 1; ai =P i  - -  i --Pi( S --  1)IA ; i f  --Pi < ai <P i  then go to 
A~ else go to A1 • 
A S . X = X --  (aiM/p~); i f  0 <~ X < M then X is the correct number  
else go to A 1 . 
EXAMPLE 1. G iven  the RNS of modul i  m 1 = 17, m s = 19, m 3 = 23, 
m 4 = 25, m 5 = 27, rn 6 ~28,  m 7 = 29, where M = 4,07,1,834,900, consider 
the product  code of generator  A = 548,101• Observe that  (A, mi) = 1 for each i
and A > m4.ms•m6"rn7  = 548,100: thus  the code under  considerat ion is 
2-correct ing• Consider  the legit imate number  X= 12-A  =6577212 = 
{14, 1, 17, 12, 12, 12, 12} and assume that  a double error affects the residue 
digits modu lo  rn 5 and m6, thus generat ing the i l legit imate number  X = 
3,986,849,687 = {14, 1, 17, 12, 14, 23, 12}• Note that  X = X + (739/756) M 
and I -~ IA = 511,114. The  error -correct ing Procedure A yields S = 12,326; 
then:  
P l  = 17 
Ps = 17 
P3 = 17 
P4 = 17 
P5 = 17 
P6 = 17 
P7 = 19 
Ps = 19 
P9 = 19 
Pao = 19 
Pn  = 19 
Pl~ = 23 
PI3 = 23 
P14 = 23 
P15 = 23 
• 19 = 323; at  = - -403,510; 
• 23 = 391; a s = - -113,443; 
• 25 = 425; a a = - -242,460;  
• 27 = 459; a4 = - -371,477;  
• 28 = 476; a 5 = - -161,935; 
• 29 = 493; a 6 -~ - -500,494;  
• 23 =437;  a 7 =- -  94,548; 
• 25 = 475; as ~ - -174,261;  
• 27 = 513; a9 = - -253,974; 
28 = 532; al0 = - -  19,780; 
29 ----- 551; a l l=  - -333,687;  
25 = 575; als = - -  37,863; 
27 = 621; a13 ~ - -  18,968; 
28 = 644; al~ = - -283,571; 
29 = 667; a15 = --73. 
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The integer a15 falls in the range (--P15 ,Pls); however, X--(als/p15 ) M-~ 
4,432,492,787 exceeds the range [0, M). Thus the fraction als/pl~ does not 
provide error correction. 
PiG = 25 "27 = 675; 
Ply = 25 • 28 = 700; 
P~s = 25 " 29 = 725; 
P19 -= 27 • 28 = 756; 
a~6 = --449,566; 
air = --141,416; 
als = --381,367; 
a~9 = 739. 
The integer a19 falls in the range (--P19 ,P19) and X--= X-  (alg/P19) M = 
6,577,212 is a number in the range [t3, M). Thus a19/p19 is the error fraction. 
4. ERROR CORRECTION BY ~IEANS OF THE EUCLIDEAN ALGORITHM 
The complexity of the error-correcting Procedure A increases exponentially 
with the error multiplicity t and may thus become intolerable for large values 
of t. An alternate approach to error correction is based upon the use of the 
Euclidean algorithm, well known for determination of the greatest common 
divisor of integers. From an analysis of the Euclidean algorithm (Aho et al., 1975), 
it is easily seen that the complexity ,of the procedure resulting from this approach 
is polynomial-bounded. The use of the Euclidean algorithm for error correction 
in product codes has been suggested by Mandelbaum (1976) under the hypoth- 
esis that the inequality A > amax • Pmax holds for the generator A, where 
t-I t-i t-1 
Pmax = ~ mn--i and amax = Z (mn- i -  l ) '~  ran_ i • 
i=0 j=0 i=0 
i#j 
However, in this section it is shown that this restrictive hypothesis is not 
necessary and error correction by means of the Euclidean algorithm is possible 
with a generator satisfying the inequality A > Pmax" (pmax -- 1)..As stated by 
Corollary 1, this condition ensures correction of t errors, as well as of errors 
affecting any subset of moduli whose product does not exceed pmax- 
Taking r ~ =A,  r_ 1 ~ S; P-2 = 0, P-1 ~ 1, the Euclidean algorithm 
(Berlekamp, 1968) yields a decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers ri and 
a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative integers Pi such that, for any i, 
and 
that is, 
rt_lp ~ - / r ip i _  1 = r_ 2 = A 
ri -= (--1) i+1 r- lP i  (mod r a); 
(16) 
r i ~ (--1)~+lpiS (mod A). (17) 
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The Euclidean algorithm is iterated until the largest integer r i is determined 
such that ri < pmax.  Taking a i = (--1) i+1 r i it is immediate from congruence 
(17) that the pair ai, Pi satisfies congruence (11') (observe, however, that Pi is 
not necessarily a product of moduli). Moreover, from equality (16), 
r i _ lP  i = A - -  r ip i _  1 ~ A ,  
and since ri_ 1 >/Pmax the following inequalities are immediate: 
--pmax < ai < Pmax, (18) 
Pi ~ A/ri-1 ~ A/pmax. 
If d and/~ are arbitrary integers uch that ~ ~ }S (mod A), the following 
congruence necessarily holds: 
aid ~ g*Pi (rood A). (19) 
In fact, recalling that 
ai =- piS (rood A), 
multiplying by # both sides of the preceding congruence yields 
a~D =~ p i}s  (mod A). 
Since d ~}S (mod A) by hypothesis, congruence (19) immediately follows, 
replacing ~ for ~S in the right side of the preceding congruence. 
It is known that the error pair a, p satisfies congruence (11') and the inequalities 
0 • p ~-~ j0max, (20) 
--Pmax < a < pmax. 
If, in the error pair, the integer a has the sign of a i (that is, a = (--1) i+1 • ] a [), 
the fractions a/p and ai/Pi are equivalent. In fact, replacing a and p for ~ and }, 
congruence (19) becomes 
a~p =~ ap~ (rood A). (19 ~) 
From inequalities (18) and (20) it is seen that 
I ai] p ~ (Pmax -- 1) "Pmax < A, (21) 
[ a [p l  < pmax" (A/pin.x) = A. 
If the signs of a and ai coincide, 1 congruence (19') becomes alp = api ; that is, 
a~lPi = a lp 
1 Note that necessarily a, @ 0 since otherwise congruence (19') would become ap~ ~ 0 
(mod A), that is, a = 0. 
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It is concluded that X-  (ai/pi) M is the correct number and inequality 
0 ~ X - -  (ai/pi) M < M holds. 
Conversely, assume that the integer ai has the opposite sign of a, that is, 
a = (--1) ~ • [ a [. In this hypothesis congruence (19') is equivalent to 
l a,p - -  ap, i = A, (19") 
since ] alp - -  api ] < 2A and alp - -  api =~ 0 because a ~ 0, p ~ 0. Dividing 
by p • p~ yields 
](ai/Pi) - - (a/p) l  -~ A/ppi 
and, since p ~ Pmax, Pi ~ A/Pmax : 
I (a , /p i ) -  (a/p)l >~ 1. 
If X = X- - (aM/p)  is the correct number, this inequality implies 
[ X - -  (£  - -  (a~M/pi))] = ](a~/p~) - -  (a/p)] • M >~ M.  Since 0 ~ X < M, it is 
concluded that whenever a i has the opposite sign of a, the integer X -- (aiM/pi) 
cannot fall in the range [0, M). In order to determine the error fraction alp, 
consider Eq. (19") in the form 
J a i l "  p + ]a ]Pi = A 
and also, recalling equality a~ = (--1) i ri : 
r ip + I a I Pi = A.  (22) 
On the other hand, consider congruence (17) in the form 
(--1) i r~_ 1 ~ p~_iS (mod A) (17') 
and congruence (11') in the form 
(--1)i" I a ] -~pS (mod A). (11") 
As a consequence of (17') and (11"), the argument leading to congruence (19) 
proves that the following congruence necessarily holds: 
r i - lP  ~-- I a I Pi-1 (mod A) 
or, equivalently: 
r i - lP  = I a ] Pi-1 + hA,  (23) 
r~D + pigt -A ,  (24) 
r i - lD - -  P i - f i  = hA, 
where h is an integer. 
As a consequence of (22) and (23), it is seen that I a ] and p are solutions, for 
some integer h, of the following equations of unknowns d and ~: 
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wkh the constraints 0 < ~ < pmax, 0 < i~ ~'~ Pmax. Solving Eqs. (24) yields 
= A • (r,_ 1 - -  hr~) , 
r,_~pi + r~p,-a 
A(p , -1  + hpi) 
r i - lP ,  + Pi- l r i  ' 
b 
and also, introducing Eq. (16): 
Et ~- ri_ 1 - -  hr i , (25) 
D = P,-~ + hp,. 
It is shown that there exists a unique h such that 0 < d (pmax and 
0 < i~ ~< pmax. In fact, multiplying by (--1) ~+1 • h both sides of congruence (17) 
and adding congruence (17') yield 
(--1)' ri-1 -~ (--1) '+1" hri ~ (Pi-1 + hpi) S (rood A); 
that is, 
(--1) 4 (r,_ 1 - -  hr,) = (P,-1 + hpi) S (mod A), 
where h is arbitrary. If  h 1 and h 2 are distinct integers such that 
0 ~ ri_ 1 - -  hlri ~ pmax, 0 < P,- I  + hiP, ~ pmax and 0 < r,_ 1 - -  h2ri ~ Pmax, 
0 < Pi-1 + hap, ~ pmax, the argument leading to congruence (19) yields 
(ri-1 - -  hlri)(Pi-1 2u h2Pi) ~ (r,_l - -  h2ri)(Pi-i + hip,) (rood A), 
and also, since 0 < (r,_ 1 - -  hlr,)(p~_l + h2pi) ~ (pmax --  1)pmax < A and 
0 < (ri_l - -  h2r~)(Pi_l -I- hlp,) < (pmax -- ])pmax < A: 
( r i _  1 - -  hlr i)(pi_ 1 ~;- h2pi) = ( r / _  1 - -  h2ri)(Pi_ 1 ~- hlp,);  
that is, 
( r / _ l  - -  hlri)/(ri-1 - -  h2ri) = (P, - I  + haPl)/(Pi-1 @ h~pi) 
and h 1 = h a , thus contradicting the hypothesis. 
The unique value of h such that 0<cd<pmax and 0<~pmax is 
h* = [(r,_ 1 --pmax)/ri] -{- 1. In fact, if Pi-1 Jr h*pi ~ pmax this proposkion is 
true since it is immediate that inequality 0 < r , _ l -  h*ri <pmax holds. I f  
P, - I  + h 'p ,  > Pmax, observe that P,-1 + hp, > pmax for any h >/h* and 
ri-1 - -  hr, >11 Pmax for any h < h*. This implies that there exists no value of h 
satisfying the inequalities 0 < Pi-1 + hpi <~ pmax, 0 < ri-1 - -  hri < Pmax and 
a contradiction arises since it is known that the pair ] a I, p is a solution of 
Eqs. (24) and 0 < [a l  < pmax, 0 < p ~< Pmax. It is concluded that the fol- 
lowing expressions hold for the error pair a, p: 
a ---- (--1) i (r/_ 1 - -  h*l'i), 
P ---- P, - I  @ h*pi .  
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The following error correcting procedure is immediate from the preceding 
analysis: 
Procedure ]3 
S=[X ' ]  I /M]A[A ; r_2=A; r  ~ =S;p_2=O;p_~ = I ; i=- - I ;  B 0 • 
go to B 1 . 
]31  . 
]32 . 
I f  r i < pmax then go to Ba else go to B 2 . 
i = i + 1; r i and Pi are computed by executing one step of the 
Euclidean algorithm; go to B 1 . 
Bz. a i=( - -1 )  i+l r~;  X=X- - (a~M/p i ) ;  i f  O<~X<M X- i s  the 
correct number  else go to B4 • 
B, .  h* = [(r,_~ --pmax)/ri] + 1; a = ( - -1)  ~ -(ri_ 1 - -  h*ri); p =P , -1  + 
h*pi ; X = X - -  (aM/p) is the correct number.  
EXAMPLE 2. In the RNS introduced in Example 1 consider the product 
code of generator A = 658,537 and observe that pmax = m6"rn7 = 812, 
A > pmax " (pmax - -  1) = 658,532. Given the legitimate number  X ~ A • 387 = 
254,853,819 = {2, 17, 19, 19, 9, 3, 21} assume that a double error affects the 
residue digits modulo m e and roT, thus generating the illegitimate number  
X = 2,275,727,544 = {2, 17, 19, 19, 9, 20, 17}, where [ X rA = 482,209, 
S = ] X .  I 1/M]A IA = 461,463. 
Taking r _2~A=658,537,  r 1=S=461,463~ P-2~--0,  P - I= I ,  the 
Eucl idean algorithm yields 
ro = 197,074, P0= 1; 
r I = 67,315, Pl  = 3; 
r2 -  62,444, P2 = 7; 
r3 = 4871, pa = 10; 
r4 ----- 3992, P4 = 127; 
r5 = 879, P5 = 137; 
r6 = 476, p~ ~- 675. 
Since 476 <Pmax,  the fraction aG/p6, with a 6 =- -476  and P6 = 675, is 
considered. However, since X --  (a6/p6) M = 5,147,125,192 is not an integer 
in the range [0, M),  a6/p6 does not provide error correction. 
Taking h* = [(r 6 - -  Pmax)/r6] -~-  1 = 1, a = ( - -1)  6 • (r 5 - -  h 'r6)  ~ 403, 
P-~ P5 +h 'P6  = 812, the correct number  is X-~ X- - (a /p )M = 
2,275,727,544 - - (403/812) • 4,071,834,900 = 254,853,819. 
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